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Abstract

This book in two parts and with four appendices 
contains systematic data on Chinese plant taxonomists, 

updates an earlier account published since 1916. It 
includes the names of 2,862 authors who published new 
names of vascular plants and 2,669 plant collectors and 

members of the staff of herbaria.

PartⅠcontains information on the 2,862 authors, 
including standard form of the name, accepted 

transliterated name into the Western alphabet, other 
forms of romanization, accepted Chinese name, 

standard pinyin form, other Chinese names, year of 
birth and death (when known), year of first publication, 
employment history, research interest, published taxa, 
author’s institution, location of author’s collections, 

geographic region, and other ancillary information. 

PartⅡ provides information on 2,669 Chinese plant 
collectors, collection teams and staff of herbaria, 

excluding those in Part I. Some collectors who 
published the names of mosses, algae and fungi are also 
in this section along with relevant detailed information. 

AppendixⅠ is an account of institutional name 
changes. 

AppendixⅡ provides the name, history and 
international acronym of the Chinese herbaria. 

Appendix Ⅲ is an index to detailed information based 
on the standard form or other abbreviations of a 

person’s name. 
Appendix Ⅳ is an index to detailed information based 

on the Romanized spelling of the person’s name.

To aid as a reference, this book attempts to present 
a standardized spelling for the names of all Chinese 

authors who have proposed new taxa of vascular plants.
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内容简介

本书系统的整理了自 1916 年首篇中国植物命名相

关文章发表以来几乎所有的植物分类学者的完整资料，

其中命名过维管植物的中国学者 2 862 人，中国植物采

集人或植物标本馆工作人员 2 669人。

本书由正文分为 2 个部分。第一部分是 2 862 位命

名过中国维管植物的学者信息，包括标准拼写形式、公

认的罗马化名称、其他罗马化形式、中文姓名、标准拼

音形式、中文姓名其他形式、出生和死亡年份、首次出

版年份、所隶属的研究机构（根据出版物给出）、研究

兴趣领域、已发表的分类群、隶属的标本馆、标本的

保藏地、研究类群的地理区域、其他缩写形式等。第

二部分是除了上述发表过维管植物类群的其他 2 669 名

中国植物采集人、采集团队和标本馆工作人员的信息。

其中有些学者是苔藓、藻类和真菌的命名人，这些命名

人详细信息的排版方式与第一部分一致。

本书包含 4 个附录。分别是作者研究机构名称及

历史沿革，中国植物标本馆名录及历史沿革，中国植物

分类学者标准拼写索引，中国植物分类学者罗马化拼写

索引。

本书系统整理了中国植物分类学建立百年以来所有

的学者基本资料。一方面用于在植物学名中对中国学者

的引证提供标准拼写建议 ；另一方面便于后来学者在

使用自己姓名时，查阅是否有重名现象的存在，从源头

上避免重名。
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Ⅰ

Preface

Author citations should be included where precision is needed and confusion is to be 
avoided, or, to quote the International Code of Nomenclature for algae, fungi, and plants, 

“In publications, particularly those dealing with taxonomy and nomenclature, it may 
be desirable, even when no bibliographic reference to the protologue is made, to cite the 
author(s) of the name concerned” (Art. 46.1). It is also recommended by the Code, “When 
it is a well-established custom to abridge a name in another manner, it is advisable to 
conform to custom.” (Rec. 46A.4.) There are also some detailed recommendations for 
the romanization of an author’s names (Rec. 46B.1, 46B.2), and it is recommended to 
establish a standard form of an author’s names according to Authors of plant names 
(1992) (Rec. 46A.4. note 1). Therefore, in publications dealing with classif ication and 
nomenclature, the Latin names of plants are always closely related to the Romanized 
transliterated name of the author(s).

Chinese botanists have been formally associated with plant names since Sung Shu Chien 
published the first modern taxonomic paper in China in 1916. At that time, Romanization 
of Chinese names was mainly based on the Wade–Giles system of Romanization mixed 
with the pronunciation customs of various regions, particularly in the pronunciation of Wu 
and Canton languages. Such non-standard Romanizations of the name of Chinese plant 
taxonomists are quite different from the current Chinese phonetic form.

The Scheme of the Chinese Phonetic Alphabet has been in use since 1958, and by the 
end of the 1970s, it has become the standard Romanized form of Chinese names and is 
recognized internationally. However, in Taiwan and Hong Kong, this system has been 
only partially adopted, while other scholars continued to use the Tongyong Pinyin system 
or other local Chinese romanization systems. The Romanized names of older scholars of 
mainland China are also maintained in their original style to avoid confusion. The Chinese 
phonetic alphabet spelling rules for Chinese names (GB/T 28039-2011) was implemented 
in 2012. It regulates the use of the Western alphabet to transliterate Chinese names in 
standard form. In particular, it stipulates that the family name is placed first followed by the 
given name(s) in the Scheme of the Chinese Phonetic Alphabet. However, the standard also 
allows for the romanization of Chinese names in biological sciences to be modified.

In recent years, many young scholars have discovered and named plant species. Although 
most young scholars have adopted the national standard spelling system, the short syllable 
characteristics of Chinese characters and the popularity of two-character given names 
have caused duplication among contemporary plant taxonomists. To resolve the problem of 
duplicate names, the names of Chinese authors have been standardized in the International 

Preface
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Ⅱ

Plant Names Index (IPNI). However, understanding Chinese characters, documents and 
customs by non-Chinese is still limited. Chinese scholars have independently established a 
standard form of Romanization for their names.

For this reason, we have compiled this book, Chinese Plant Taxonomists, under the premise 
that the standard spelling in internationally accepted IPNI is accepted so that the spelling 
of the 2,862 Chinese authors of vascular plant names is uniform.

The principles are:
In accordance with tradition, in Romanized spelling of Chinese names, the given 
name(s) comes first followed by the family name.
On the premise that there is no duplicate name, abbreviate each Chinese character 
of the given name. If an abbreviated name results in the duplication of an earlier 
name, the name of the later author will spelled in full. If a duplication remains 
after the first character is spelled out, the second character is transliterated in full.
If a duplicate name still exists after all names are transliterated, the IUPAC 
(International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) numerical suffix will be used 
at the end of the name as a distinction based on the order of publication (such as 
the second occurrence, bis, the third, tris, and the fourth, tetrakis and so on.)
The romanization method used in IPNI should be maintained as far as possible. 
Although a few spellings do not fully comply with the above three principles, 
duplicate names will be distinguished according to the aforementioned method, 
and significant misspellings or misuses will be changed as necessary.
The judgment of the duplicate names covers all taxa defined by the ICN, although 
only the Chinese authors of vascular plants involved in this book.

To avoid confusion, the names of collectors and herbarium staff should be transliterated 
in full, with given names f irst followed by family name. Given names should be not 
hyphenated or merged as a single name, such as Jin Shuang Ma instead of Jinshuang Ma.

This book is a compilation of data on most plant taxonomists who have published since the 
establishment of Chinese plant taxonomy in 1916 for use in databases of plant names, floras 
and monographs to provide a standard form for the authors of plant names. It also shows 
duplicate names to avoid confusing different authors. Although the International Code 
of Nomenclature for algae, fungi, and plants does not stipulate s standard transliteration 
for accuracy and clear distinction, it is recommended that an author’s name be in strict 
accordance with the form provided in this book, especially in databases so that queries can 
be applied correctly.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Ⅰ

User’s Guide

Finding an author's name 
in Part I

Part I contains 2,862 authors of Chinese vascular plant names, arranged alphabetically 
by family name then given name(s) according to the pinyin transliteration. Each entry 
contains the following details:

Standard Form The standard form of the name of authors of Chinese vascular plants, in 
accordance with the IPNI system. However, fixing the obvious spelling errors, duplicate 
names, multiple forms and other issues, and supplement the standard forms of vascular 
plants authors were not included in IPNI.
Romanized Name is used to create a standard form, with the family name cited first and 
the given name second, separated by a comma.
Other Forms of Romanization based on different rules for transliteration.
Accepted Chinese Name is the correct form of the Chinese name as provided by the 
author.
Standard Pinyin Form is the Chinese pinyin form established according to Chinese 
national standards GB/T 28039-2011. In information processing, all letters of the family 
name can be in upper case and accented letters indicating tone can be omitted.
Other Chinese names include widely used Chinese forms that are not accepted by the 
author, traditional Chinese characters of early mainland authors, as well as the simplified 
Chinese characters for authors in Taiwan and Hong Kong.
Year of Birth and Death The author's birth and death years are separated by a hyphen; 
uncertain years are indicated by a question mark.
Year of First Publication is the year of first publication related to nomenclature by the 
author, used to judge the priority of the abbreviated form.
Employment is the name of the institution of the author when (s)he published the article 
related to nomenclature.
Research Interest are families of taxa published by the author of the names of vascular 
plants and the families claimed by the author, sometimes including information on other 
research areas, such as floristics, geographic areas and other branches of botany.
Group of Research Interest is the main group of study by the author: [A] for algae, [B] for 
bryophytes, [M] for microorganisms, [P] for pteridophytes, [S] for seed plants.
Published Taxa, the genus/genera of the taxa published by the author of vascular plant 
names.
Author’s Institution: the name of the institution where the author worked, indicated by 
the Herbarium Acronym.

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

User’s Guide
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Ⅱ

Location of Author’s Collections: the herbaria where specimens collected by the author 
can be located, recorded by the Herbarium Acronym.
Geographic Region: distribution of taxa published by the author. 
Notes: additional information that does not fit in the above categories.

Finding a name of Chinese collectors and 
herbarium staff in Part II

Part II is 2,669 Chinese plant collectors and herbarium staff, arranged in the pinyin order 
of Chinese characters. Since the author of the vascular plants has been included in Part 
I, it will not be included here. Some authors who have published in other plant groups 
and authors of taxonomic monographs also exist in standard forms accepted by IPNI. For 
the author who has a standard form, it will give detailed information which is similar to 
Part I, and other scholars who have no standard forms, and it will give relatively simple 
information.

Romanized Name is used to create a standard form, with the family name cited first and 
the given name second, separated by a comma.
Other Forms of Romanization based on different rules for transliteration.
Accepted Chinese Name is the correct form of the Chinese name as provided by the 
author.
Standard Pinyin Form is the Chinese pinyin form established according to Chinese 
national standards GB/T 28039-2011. In information processing, all letters of the family 
name can be in upper case and accented letters indicating tone can be omitted.
Other Chinese names include widely used Chinese forms that are not accepted by the 
author, traditional Chinese characters of early mainland authors, as well as the simplified 

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

 Standard Form 
Accepted Romanized Name
Accepted Chinese Name
Year of Birth and Death
Employment 
Research Interest 
Published Taxa (Genus) 
Author’s Institution
Location of Author’s Collections
Geographic Region
Notes
Other Forms of Romanization 
Other Chinese Names
Year of First Publication
Standard Pinyin Form
Group of Research Interest

8
9
10
11

7

6

5
4
3
2
1

12

16

13

15

14
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Ⅲ

Chinese characters for authors in Taiwan and Hong Kong.
Year of Birth and Death The author's birth and death years are separated by a hyphen; 
uncertain years are indicated by a question mark.
Year of First Publication is the year of first publication related to nomenclature by the 
author, used to judge the priority of the abbreviated form.
Employment is the name of the institution of the author when (s)he published the article 
related to nomenclature.
Research Interest are families of taxa published by the author of the names of vascular 
plants and the families claimed by the author, sometimes including information on other 
research areas, such as floristics, geographic areas and other branches of botany.
Notes mainly record the monograph published by the author and other related 
information

Finding the name of 
the research institution

Research institutions listed in Part I and Part II are according to when the article was 
published. The names of many institutions have changed for various reasons. Changes 
in names of institutions are summarized in Appendix I. The institutions are arranged 
alphabetically by the province where they are located. For easy access, the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences and various professional academies and institutions established before 
1949 and foreign institutions are arranged separately. The names of those institutions are in 
brackets following the current name.

•

•

•

•

•

User’s Guide

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Accepted Romanized Name
Research Interest 
Author’s Institution
Location of Author’s Collections
Standard Form 
Year of Birth and Death
Employment 
Accepted Chinese Name
Standard Pinyin Form
Other Chinese Names
Other Forms of Romanization 

8

9

10

11
7
6

5

4
3
2

1
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Ⅳ

Finding the herbarium according to 
the herbarium acronym

The herbaria mentioned in Part I and Part II are cited by an acronym. Readers can find 
the current name, previous name and status of the herbaria in Appendix II according to 
the acronym.

Finding information about Chinese plant taxonomists according to 
the standard form of their name

The standard spelling of an author’s name, the Chinese name and page number are 
indexed in Appendix III. Incorrect or unacceptable spellings are also included here, but 
they are in italics to distinguish them.

Finding information about Chinese plant taxonomists according to 
the Romanized spelling forms

According to the author’s various Romanized spelling forms, the Chinese name and page 
number of the corresponding author can be indexed in Appendix IV. 

1
2
3
4

Standard Form 
Incorrect or Unacceptable Form
Page Number
Accepted Chinese Name

4

3

2

1

Standard Form 
Incorrect or Unacceptable Form
Page Number
Accepted Chinese Name

Romanized Name
Page Number
Accepted Chinese Name

1
2
3

Romanized Name
Page Number
Accepted Chinese Name

3

2

1
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